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“Fifty years from now, there won’t even be any white people!” said my pathological 
Middle Eastern neighbor. He knew I was an American Indian, and he expected me to 
dance in his vision. 
 
I didn’t. I found his attitude, and that of his angry black wife, repulsive. I don’t appreciate 
being presumed upon or being dictated to in any matter, especially in the matter of race. 
Nobody tells this Indian how to think. I’m free to like and dislike whomever I please, for 
whatever reasons I choose. 
 
My two neighbors were racists, obviously. And they were making me a victim of their 
racism. Because I was non-white, they presumed I was a natural partner in their 
resentment and animosity toward the white race. I was judged by the color of my skin, 
so to speak. 
This all happened many years ago, but, I never forgot it. Today, I see truth in the words 
of my Middle Eastern neighbor. White women are leaping in bed with black men, or 
other darkies of the world, and popping out strange-looking children. Generally 
speaking, the male in these incidents could not care less about the children. It’s all 
about sexual aggression against the white race. They’re happy to conquer for the 
moment, and to create ghastly, permanent consequences. Marriage and family have 
nothing to do with these misanthropes, nor the lusus naturae they create. 
 
This denigration of race is a cruel mockery of manhood. It is a pathetic testimony of the 
personal irresponsibility and malignant selfishness of failed men. Indeed, a careless 
woman is generally such for the lack of a caring father. 
But I will not dismiss this kind of race destruction as sexual caprice or mindless ego in 
aimless men. It is not some Über-design of social architects, or the express intent of 
integrationists. While racial disintegration may be the result, there are other 
inevitabilities at work in the process. 
 
Like the universal law of aesthetics. We want beauty. Superior beauty lies in the white 
race. It is the variety of color, the red hair, the blonde hair, the green eyes, the blue 
eyes. All the other races in the world have only one coloring, the same black hair, the 
dark brown eyes and skin. A bit drab in comparison, can’t we say? 
 
The darkies of the world are truly fascinated with the white race, and always have been. 
However, there is a certain envy that naturally, unavoidably develops. It seems Hitler 
had a point when he referred to “the hated white race.” (Mein Kampf, p.325.) But the 
sexual encounter of the dark with the white makes the white dark. And what most 
people—especially white people—forget is the fact that the white race is the minority in 
the world. It is, and has always been, vastly out-numbered by the dark races. Moreover, 



the pigmentations of the white race are all genetically recessive. The whiteness is first 
to fade. 
Therefore, integration tends to mean elimination for the white race. That’s simply the 
way of the genetic world. That the white race became the most powerful, dominant, 
ruling race may be attributed to cultural values more than anything else. It was of course 
the white race that adopted the Judeo-Christian religion. The social constructs and 
psychological hierarchies in this tradition evolved a people more astute and agile in 
every way. 
 
Whatever ‘mental’ problems the white race developed as a result of being more 
powerful are only fairly recent evolutions. In his day the white man has created a throne 
like no other in history. If it is criminal at the foundation, the challenge is chiefly from 
envy—always the weakest charge. Besides, what’s the point of the dark man accusing 
the white man of not keeping his white morals, if the dark man himself does not believe 
in those morals? The charge of hypocrisy is moot, made in impotence. (The white man’s 
self-flagellation is the only hope of the darkies.) 
 
I would not look forward to a time when there is no white race. My neighbors were 
nothing I would want to see more of in this world—certainly not their attitude. But that 
there is a growing number of people in the world who think like them is a concern. The 
Muslim world tends to produce such a disposition. 
 
Disguised though it may be in moral and religious terms, political terms, or even genetic 
terms, the case is fairly obvious: “the hated white race” is such for its beauty and power. 
 
 


